Our understanding of the distribution of worldwide human genomic diversity has greatly increased over recent years thanks to the availability of large data sets derived from short tandem repeats (STRs), insertion deletion polymorphisms (indels) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). A concern, however, is that the current picture of worldwide human genomic diversity may be inaccurate because of biases in the selection process of genetic markers (so-called 'ascertainment bias'). To evaluate this problem, we first compared the distribution of genomic diversity between these three types of genetic markers in the populations from the HGDP-CEPH panel for evidence of bias or incongruities. In a second step, using a very relaxed set of criteria to prevent the intrusion of bias, we developed a new set of unbiased STR markers and compared the results against those from available panels. Contrarily to recent claims, our results show that the STR markers suffer from no discernible bias, and can thus be used as a baseline reference for human genetic diversity and population differentiation. The bias on SNPs is moderate compared to that on the set of indels analysed, which we recommend should be avoided for work describing the distribution of human genetic diversity or making inference on human settlement history.
Introduction
The description of worldwide genetic structure of the human population has vastly evolved from the days of ABO blood group typing. The advent of large-scale genomic data has proved crucial to furthering knowledge of the evolution of humankind and subsequent diffusion out of Africa. The recently published HapMap Phase II harbours over three million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) typed in four distinct human populations (International HapMap Consortium, 2007) . The HGDP-CEPH panel (Cann et al., 2002) , a resource with a far more extensive geographic coverage, has been analysed extensively, with genotypes at nearly 655 000 genetic markers being freely available (650 000 of these markers are SNPs that have been very recently genotyped (Li et al., 2008) ), whereas the remaining loci include short tandem repeats (STRs), and insertion deletion polymorphism (indels). Several follow-up projects, using the STRs and indels previously typed on the HGDP-CEPH samples have added a large number of further populations from targeted geographic regions. These comprise Indians , Native Americans (Wang et al., 2007) , Polynesians (Friedlaender et al., 2008) and Africans (S Tishkoff, Personal communication) .
Many analyses so far have focused on the STR markers from the HGDP-CEPH data set. A general conclusion from these studies was that human genetic variation is greatly influenced by geography, with genetic differentiation between populations increasing with geographic distance and genetic diversity decreasing with distance from Africa (Relethford, 2004; Prugnolle et al., 2005; Ramachandran et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006) . There has also been some debate over the relative importance of the discontinuities in this pattern of isolation by distance (Kittles and Weiss, 2003; Serre and Pääbo, 2004; Manica et al., 2005; Rosenberg et al., 2005; Witherspoon et al., 2006; Handley et al., 2007; Linz et al., 2007) . Recent developments in marker discovery will undoubtedly allow this picture to be refined and lead to a muchimproved understanding of human population structure and past settlement history. This wealth of data should also prove crucial to help characterizing regions of the genome under natural selection (for example, Sabeti et al., 2006) , by providing baseline linkage patterns, population diversity and differentiation. Yet, there remains a nagging concern about the accuracy of the emerging picture of the apportionment of human genomic diversity. The problem is that genetic markers are generally not selected as a random subset of all the available ones, but represent a subset that satisfies specific criteria, in particular prior knowledge of them having high genetic diversity.
Locus discovery procedures have been criticized before as sources of insidious bias, a problem described as ascertainment bias particularly recognized for SNPs (Rogers and Jorde, 1996; Kuhner et al., 2000; Wakeley et al., 2001; Akey et al., 2003; Bustamante et al., 2005) . DNA sample panels used for marker discovery and initial screening are generally small compared to the final sample and do not contain members of all populations being studied. Such a procedure will preferentially capture polymorphisms represented in the discovery panel. European subpanels have been frequently used in locus discovery procedures, and it has already been argued that they could be inflating existing estimates of human diversity towards Europe, primarily at the expense of African variation (Carlson et al., 2003; Tishkoff and Verreli, 2003) . STRs have been traditionally deemed to be immune from ascertainment bias thanks to their high mutation rate (Bowcock et al., 1994; Rogers and Jorde, 1996; Harpending and Rogers, 2000) . However, two recent studies have concluded that the set of STRs deployed on the HGDP-CEPH panel were suffering from serious ascertainment bias (Ray et al., 2005; Foll and Gaggiotti, 2006) .
Given that these panels already have, and will continue to represent the material for a substantial fraction of inference on human population genetics, we felt compelled to examine whether ascertainment bias may be a confounding factor. To address this, we examined three different subsets of markers previously genotyped in the HGDP-CEPH panel, including the 783 STR and 210 indel data sets generated by Rosenberg et al. (2005) and 2834 SNPs typed by Conrad et al. (2006) . We also developed a new set of STRs, which were designed using very relaxed criteria and tested without screening for high polymorphism, and genotyped them in the HGDP-CEPH panel. This unbiased marker set provides a null control, against which, published data sets can be assessed for the possibility of ascertainment bias.
Materials and methods

Data sources
Individuals were split into the 54 HGDP-CEPH populations for all analyses, treating Bantu SW and Bantu SE individuals as separate populations. Analysis of the STRs and indel data sets was performed on the H971 subset of the HGDP-CEPH panel (Rosenberg, 2006) , which includes suspected second-degree relative pairs, but no first-degree relative pairs. The SNP data set was originally genotyped in a different subset of the HGDP-CEPH panel, H927, which contains no first-or seconddegree relatives, and also excludes 22 individuals with large amounts of missing data.
Design of new loci
To define the new panel of 'unbiased STRs', 70 STR loci (Supplementary Table 1) were designed according to the following criteria: (1) loci must be unlinked, (2) loci must be tetranucleotides, (3) STR sequence must contain at least four perfect consecutive repeats, (4) STR sequence must contain between 5 and 50 repeats in total, (5) there must be no extra repeats between the main STR sequence and the primer binding site and (6) it must be possible to design a specific primer pair for the locus yielding a product no bigger than 500 bp. We limited the choice to tetranucleotides for their ease of scoring and because they represent the dominant repeat type (71%) in the STRs already genotyped in the HGDP-CEPH panel.
Upwards to 500 000 bp from a randomly selected contig were retrieved from the human genome reference sequences (loci Cam001-Cam040, Build 34; loci Cam041-Cam070, Build 35) and analysed for the presence of STRs using the program Tandem Repeat Finder (Benson, 1999) . To account for the possibility of linkage, only one contig was chosen from each chromosomal arm; for acrocentric chromosomes contigs were selected from the centromeric and telomeric ends of the q arm (Supplementary Table 1 ). The fifth identified STR locus in each contig was used, provided it fulfilled the criteria outlined above. Where it did not, the sixth locus was examined, and so on until an acceptable locus was found in each retrieved contig.
Primers for the identified loci were designed using Primer3 (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000) and optimized on eight individuals of diverse geographic background in a standard 10 ml PCR reaction using a Touchdown protocol (see Supplementary Table 2 for primer and reaction conditions). A total of 36 primer pairs yielded products of the expected size and 5 0 -fluorescent-labelled primers were ordered for these loci and tested in a single plate of the HGDP-CEPH panel. Six loci subsequently failed fluorescent amplification. The remaining 30 loci were amplified in the H971 subset of the HGDP-CEPH panel, genotyped offsite on an ABI 3730 and scored manually using GeneMapper 3.7 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Of the 30 loci, another six were discarded because they proved impossible to score. In total, 24 randomly designed loci were genotyped in the entire HGDP-CEPH panel. Eight essentially invariant hence uninformative loci (H S o0.01) were excluded from all subsequent analyses, resulting in a final set of 16 'unbiased' polymorphic loci (full genotypes in Supplementary Table 3 ).
Statistical analyses
Genetic diversity (H S ) and matrices of pairwise population differentiation (F ST ) were calculated using FSTAT 2.9.3 (Goudet, 2002) . The test for origin, slope and variance explained (R 2 ) between the new loci and the previous 789 STRs were obtained by a resampling approach. We generated 1000 data sets by resampling 16 loci out of the 789 available. We calculated population genetic diversities (H S ) and all pairwise genetic distances (F ST ) on every resampled data set, and these were then correlated to distance from Africa and pairwise geographic distances along landmasses respectively. P-values were obtained directly from the ranking of the intercept, slope or variance explained at the new 16 loci in the distribution of the 1000 correlations obtained on resampled data sets.
Geographic analyses
Geographic distances computed as shortest distances along landmasses and avoiding mountain regions with average altitude 42000 m were computed within a spherical referential using graph theory Prugnolle et al., 2005) . The hypothetical origin for anatomically modern humans was chosen as À121 latitude and 251 longitude . We also considered an East African origin (Addis Ababa; latitude 91, longitude 38.41) for the correlation shown in Figures 2a-c; the alternative origin did not affect the results qualitatively. The interpolations in Figure 2 were obtained with an inverse distance-weighted (IDW) interpolation method on landmasses using the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension.
Results
Patterns in genetic diversity of available markers To contrast the different classes of markers we first plotted genetic diversity as a function of geographic distance along landmasses from a hypothetical African origin. Figure 1 (panels a-c) shows plots of mean population genetic diversity (H S ) for the 54 HGDP-CEPH populations against geographic distance along landmasses from an African centroid for the three sets of markers. The strongest correlation between distance and genetic diversity is shown by the 783 STRs (R 2 ¼ 0.859), but SNPs also show a moderate correlation (R 2 ¼ 0.454). The STR and SNP data sets therefore corroborate previous observations of a loss of genetic diversity with increasing distance from Africa. By contrast, indels show a very poor correlation (R 2 ¼ 0.061). European and Pakistani samples in the indel data set show markedly higher diversity than expected given their distance from Africa, and compared to African samples, which are themselves scattered far below the cline.
In a second step we consider how well different classes of markers fit within an isolation by distance model. Plots of pairwise population genetic differentiation (F ST ) against geographic distance along landmasses are shown in Figures 1d-f . STRs display the strongest pattern of isolation by distance (R 2 ¼ 0.768) whereas SNPs correlate moderately well (R 2 ¼ 0.586). In this case, the indels correlate much better than before (R 2 ¼ 0.496) but nonetheless visibly stray from linearity, with in particular high F ST values for pairs involving one African and one Eurasian population.
To get a closer look at the distribution of genetic diversity we interpolated genetic diversities for the 54 population for the three classes of markers Figure 1 The panels on the left-hand side show genetic diversities against distance from Africa along landmasses for short tandem repeats (STRs) (a), indels (b) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (c). Panels on the right-hand side show pairwise geographic distance along landmasses against pairwise genetic distance (F ST ) for STRs (d), indels (e) and SNPs (f). (Figures 2a-c) . For STRs, the highest diversity is found in Africa, a result in line with our understanding of human population genetics (Bowcock et al., 1994; Harpending and Rogers, 2000) . This set of indels on the other hand display an intriguing pattern with a hotspot of diversity in Europe and also substantial polymorphism in East Asia. There is a decrease around India and Pakistan and even lower values for the African continent. SNPs show a pattern somewhere in between the two previous classes of markers, with a maximum in Europe, but slightly lower diversities in Africa.
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To get a more quantitative feel for the geographic distribution of genetic diversity we chose to contrast in Figure 2d the difference in average genetic diversity of African populations and European populations (average of African populationsÀaverage of European populations). Genetic diversity over loci is significantly higher in Africans than Europeans for STRs (paired t (782) ¼ 10.37, Po10 À23 ), whereas the reverse is true for indels (paired t (209) ¼ À7.08, Po10
À10
) and SNPs (paired t (2833) ¼ À4.21, P ¼ 2.6 Â 10
À5
). To highlight the spread over individual loci irrespective of sample size, we report standard deviation in the error bars, which illustrate the more homogeneous behaviour of the STR loci compared to the SNPs and indels.
Comparison with the new unbiased markers
Although we can conclude at this stage that indels and SNPs seem affected by ascertainment bias, we need an external 'unbiased control' to reach any statement about the STRs. Thus, we designed a new set of 'unbiased STRs' and genotyped them in the HGDP-CEPH panel. In a first step, we explored the correlation over the 54 populations between the genetic diversity of the new panel of STRs against previous STRs, indels and SNPs (Figure 3) . Although the correlation between the two sets of STRs is respectable (R 2 ¼ 0.774), the correlation with the SNPs is considerably lower (R 2 ¼ 0.386) and hardly different from zero for the indels (R 2 ¼ 0.034). The new loci are less variable in all populations than the loci included in the 783 STR panel (intercept Pp0.001). This is to be expected as the unbiased loci were not selected for their high polymorphism. The new STRs are nevertheless more variable than either the indels or the SNPs.
There is a strong correlation between mean genetic diversity (H S ) per population and distance from subSaharan Africa (Figure 4 , lower line, diamonds, R 2 ¼ 0.611). The slope of the decrease in intrapopulation variation over geographic distance is essentially identical to that of the 783 STRs examined above (À6.29 Â 10 À6 and À6.32 Â 10 À6 for the new and previous STRs respectively, P ¼ 0.922). The mean correlation over the 1000 resampling runs (R 2 ¼ 0.694) is not significantly different from the one obtained on the 16 new STRs (P ¼ 0.521). Although the new set of 'unbiased STRs' are far less diverse, this reduction in polymorphism is highly consistent across populations, and we could detect no evidence for ascertainment bias in the 783 STR data set. When we compared the isolation by distance patterns between the two sets of markers, we could find no difference in intercept or slope (P ¼ 0.398 and 0.574 respectively). There was a non-significant trend for the new markers to explain less variance than a random set of 16 previous STRs (P ¼ 0.058). This is most likely due to the lower genetic diversity of the new markers and this trend disappears if we subsample among the 100 least polymorphic loci in the HGDP-CEPH STRs (P ¼ 0.280). 
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Discussion
Over recent years, our understanding of the distribution of human genomic diversity has progressed dramatically with the availability of large data sets typed at hundreds of genetic markers. However, this picture of the distribution of human genetic diversity and any inference based upon will be limited by the quality of the underlying data. This prompted us to evaluate the biases affecting three classes of markers previously typed on the HGDP-CEPH panel. We confirm the bias affecting these SNPs (Conrad et al., 2006) , and the underestimation of diversity in Africans, but could find no evidence for a significant ascertainment bias affecting STRs. By contrast, we did not anticipate the extremely poor behaviour of indels.
Ascertainment bias in STRs
STRs have been deemed to be essentially immune to ascertainment bias due to their high mutation rate (Bowcock et al., 1994; Rogers and Jorde, 1996; Harpending and Rogers, 2000) . This view has been challenged by two recent papers analysing the HGDP-CEPH data set (Ray et al., 2005; Foll and Gaggiotti, 2006) . The two papers reached this conclusion through different means but both invoked strong ascertainment bias. Ray et al.'s explicit simulation model pointed to an unexpected North African origin of modern humans unless they simulated loci affected by strong ascertainment bias. Ascertainment bias on the available STRs is an unlikely explanation for the shift in the inferred origin, particularly because we could detect no difference in slope or intercept in the isolation by distance pattern between these markers and the new unbiased ones. Foll and Gaggiotti (2006) estimated differentiation (F ST ) in turn for each population from the HGDP-CEPH panel against all others and plotted these values against distance from Africa. They recovered surprisingly high differentiation for African populations, which they accounted for in part as due to ascertainment bias. Our results indicate ascertainment bias is unlikely to be the main culprit, if at all.
It is difficult to point to the cause of the shift in origin in Ray et al. (2005) paper, as their sophisticated simulation framework is highly complex and parameter rich. The methodology used by Foll and Gaggiotti (2006) is more transparent. Their approach was to compute sequentially an F ST value for each population against all others, which is essentially equivalent to averaging the F ST value of all pairs involving the focal population. Such an approach is expected be sensitive to geographic heterogeneity in the distribution of samples. Populations that are part of a big cluster will have lower F ST values than more geographically isolated populations, because the average F ST for a population in a cluster will include all near-zero values of the comparisons with populations from the same cluster. The distribution of the HGDP-CEPH populations is highly overdispersed (see Figure 1) , with in particular a large number of samples clustered in Europe, around Pakistan and in East Asia, whereas African samples are more evenly distributed.
Our new panel of 'unbiased markers' is arguably relatively small and it may miss subtle effects. However, as there is no trend towards significance for either a difference with the previous STRs in the clinal pattern of (Figure 4 ; P ¼ 0.521) or the relative genetic diversity of Africa versus Europe (P ¼ 0.173), ascertainment bias in the previous STRs-if there was any-seems far too small to explain these observations. The 783 STR set thus provides the best current resource for baseline genetic diversity and population differentiation at a worldwide scale.
Strong bias on indels
The extreme bias affecting this set of indels-which are a subset of over 2000 indels described by Weber et al. (2002) -came as a surprise. It is doubtful this bias can be fully ascribed to standard ascertainment bias (that is bias for markers which are more polymorphic than average in the sample used for marker discovery). We suspect these loci have been further selected for their high difference in allele frequencies between Africans and Europeans, a desirable property in admixture mapping in African Americans. The extreme underestimation of African genetic diversity and the high differentiation between African and Eurasian populations do not make them suitable for inferences on past human demography at a large geographic scale. This set of markers has not been widely used so far and then only in conjunction with STRs Rosenberg et al., 2006; Friedlaender et al., 2008) . Because of their far lower information content compared to STRs (information content is proportional to polymorphism in most population genetics analyses), they probably only contributed marginally in the conclusions reached. Yet, given the extent of the bias affecting them we clearly recommend against including them in future work.
A benchmark for correcting bias in SNP data sets The bias on this set of SNPs is less severe and has previously been discussed by Conrad et al. (2006) . Several strategies to alleviate this problem have already been proposed either through the use of fixed window sizes (Conrad et al., 2006) or haplotypes of phased data (Li et al., 2008) . The evidence we provide here that the STRs can be considered as essentially bias free renders such approaches even more attractive. The set of SNPs we analysed here has been ascertained from different sources (Perlegen multiethnic panel of 20 individuals, HapMap Phase I and dbSNP double hits). The larger data sets produced on commercial SNP chips will be characterized by different biases. However, the fact that the available STRs can be considered essentially free of bias provides with a benchmark against which various debiasing strategies can be assessed, for instance by evaluating the window size that best restores linearity in the correlation between population genetic diversities at SNPs and STRs. Such an approach should be applicable to essentially any future high-throughput data set generated on the HGDP-CEPH panel, thus making such large data sets more amenable to inference on human settlement history.
